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FRACTIONS OF JUSTICE:
A LEGAL AND SOCIAL HISTORY OF THE
LAS TRAMPAS LAND GRANT, NEW MEXICO
WILLIAM deBUYS

SHARP DEALING IN LAND AND LAW was a time-honored practice in

New Mexico when the United States took control in 1846. It was
so commonplace that the first surveyor general of the territory
began his tenure with fear lest the shady dealings of the Mexicans
corrupt the moral Americans who came to the new land to seek
their fortunes.) He need not have worried. Immigrant Anglos,
quite on their own initiative, soon compiled a record of unscrupulousness beside which even the worst swindles of New Mexico's
Spanish and Mexican past seemed pale and timid. By exploiting
the discordances between Spanish and American codes of law,
Anglo speculators, often with the assistance of native New Mexican rieos and politicos, managed to buy up many tens of
thousands of acres of valuable land grants at little cost. Their success, which stripped most of the territory's Hispanic villagers of
their patrimony and their chief source of wealth, yielded a legacy
of bitterness and anger from which New Mexico continues to suffer to the present day.2
This paper will explore the roots of that legacy by reconstructing the experience of the people of a small northern New Mexico
village during the time when the land grant on which they lived
was being acquired by Anglo speculators. Their grant was the
28,OOO-acre Las Trampas Grant, located on the west slope of the
Sangre de Cristo Mountains about halfway between Santa Fe and
Taos, and their village was the village of El Valle, a small farming
and ranching community typical of the area. Although local conditions shaped the events that took place in El Valle, they also bore
0028-6206/8110100-0071 $2.70/0
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the stamp of trends and conflicts common to virtually every Hispanic community of the day. They were at once perverse, humorous, and tragic, and the aim here in setting them down is to underscore the human costs that they entailed.
The community land grant of Santo Tomas Apostol del Rio de
las Trampas was formed in 1751 partly by a donation of "land
from the aging Indian fighter Sebastian Martin and partly by a
royal grant issued through· the authority of Tomas Velez
Cachupin, governor of New Mexico. 3 The lucky grantees included
a dozen' heads of families, several of whom were related by blood
or marriage to the group's vigorous sixty-year-old leader Juan de
Arguello. They were recipients of Velez's generosity not because of
any special merit but because the governor had need of hardyand some would say, suicidal-pioneers. At that time Comanches
from the eastern plains were raiding the colony with impunity.
The lands of the Las Trampas Grant lay in the mountains overlooking the populous Rio Grande valley, and Governor Velez
hoped that by settling them, the "benefit will result that the hostile
Indians will not travel over them. . . to despoil the interior settlements."4 By establishing the village of Las Trampas as a kind of
forward redoubt against the Comanches, Velez intended also to
reduce the overcrowding that afflicted Santa Fe. He noted that in
the capital, "there is not land or water sufficient for their support,
neither have they any other occupation, trades, or means of traffic, excepting agriculture and the raising of stock."5
Las Trampas means the traps, and as Arguello and his followers
prepared to depart Santa Fe, they must have been keenly aware
that their future home might eventually be a trap for them. They
were bound for a cold mountain wilderness where they would
have to defend themselves with lances, bows, and arrows against
Comanches who had acquired matchlock firearms from French
traders and their Indian allies on the Plains. 6 The Spanish settlers,
however, could expect no help from their government; its military
resources were barely adequate to protect the capital itself. Nonetheless, the pobladores set forth, possessing little but their energy,
determination, and hunger for land. They were simple, unlettered
folk, a mixture principally of Spanish and Mexican Indian stock,
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and like their neighbors in the lower-class Barrio de Analco on the
south side of the Santa Fe River, they had always been poor. 7
Against all odds, the frontier community of Las Trampas survived and even prospered. Like their neighbors in other mountain
villages like Las Truchas and Chimayo, the Tramperos built their
houses connected one to another around a plaza in order to form a
fort with space in the open interior to keep their livestock during
times of danger. 8 The main bulwark of their compound was the
magnificent adobe church which they began constructing in 1766
and had nearly finished ten years later, with their redoubtable
patriarch Juan de Arguello, now eighty-five, still leading them.
According to one scholarly admirer of the church, San Jose de
Gracia de las Trampas remains today "the most perfectly preserved Spanish Colonial church in the United States."9
Following Juan Bautista de Anza's defeat of the Comanche chief
Cuerno Verde in ·1778, an alliance gradually evolved between the
Spanish and Comanches whereby they ceased fighting each other
and joined efforts toward exterminating the southern Apaches. 1o
During the ensuing period of relative peace the colony grew
dramatically, and settlers from Las Trampas crossed the mountains and helped to build the first settlements in the Mora valley. I I
They also expanded within the confines of the Las Trampas Grant
to occupy all of the available arable land within it and to establish
the new villages of Ojo Sarco, Chamisal, Llano, and eventually, EI
Valle. 12 Because the likelihood of Indian attack was no longer very
great, the houses of these new settlements were not grouped closely
together but were scattered along the edges of the cultivated fields
so that each family might better guard its crops from livestock and
theft. 13
In every village on the Las Trampas Grant, as on every community land grant, farmland was apportioned among the original
settlers in roughly equal amounts, each head of household receiving a certain amount of river frontage. From the river his property
extended in a strip of even width across the irrigable bottomland
and up through the dry hills, where the houses and barns were
built, and on to the top of the ridges that defined the immediate
valley enclosure of the village. These strips of land, which become
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progressively narrower as they were divided among successive
generations, were acknowledged to be private property which
might be freely bought and sold. Title to them, being generally undocumented aside from the original instrument of the grant, resided mainly in the actuality of occupation and use, as recognized
by the community. 14
Beyond the ridges that enclosed the privately owned land of the
villages lay the land grant commons, the ejido. This was the land
that speculators eventually coveted and that the American courts
permitted them to buy and sell. Under Spanish law, however, the
ejido had no marketable title. Ultimately it remained the property
of the sovereign and only by royal decree could it be alienated
from the descendants of the grantees for whom it had been reserved. ls As will be seen in the following pages, a major cause for
the injustices associated with land grant speculation was the
failure of the U.S. government to fulfill the responsibilities of
sovereign ownership that it assumed under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
The lands of the ejido were open to all people of all villages on
the grant to use as they saw fit. In the case of the Las Trampas
Grant, these lands ranged from the dense spruce and fir forests on\
the slopes of 12,200 ft. Trampas Peak, down through mid-altitude
stands of ponderosa pine interspersed with meadows, and finally
to the rough, semiarid hills of the pinon-juniper woodland. The
ruggedness and limited productivity of the mountain country created an ecological niche that the small villages of a community
land grant were well equipped to fill. Arable lands were few and
widely scattered. The best firewood lay at one elevation, the best
house timbers at another. The location of good grazing varied
with altitude and with season. Overall, there was not enough of
any single resource to support any group of people for long. In
order to eke out a living from their mountain home, the peo'ple of
the Las Trampas Grant had to make full use of all available
resources, and they had to cooperate with each other to do it. 16
Accordingly, the village irrigation ditches, which supplied
household as well as agricultural water and were essential to the
well-being of every member of the community, were communally
maintained and managed. So were the threshing floor, the church,
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and the graveyard. Like the warm season grazing lands of the
ejido, the winter feed of wheat and com stubble that remained in
the fields after harvesting was also considered to be communally
owned. In fact, it had to be community property since there were
no fences between individual plots. Only one fence existed in the
village, and it surrounded all the farmlands as a single unit. As
long as feed existed in the mountains, livestock were kept outside
the fence in the care of dogs and children, but once the snows
came, livestock were driven within the fence to graze wherever
they chose. Under this regime, a man who farmed much and
ranched little could not reserve the abundant stubble of his fields
for the improvement of his few stock. By the same token, however,
even a man who owned no farmland might still keep the stock he
needed-a horse, a milk cow, a few sheep and goats-to sustain his
family and remain a full member of the community.11
The living that the villagers scratched from the mountains gave
them subsistence and little more. Grains and beans were the main
crops among the villages of the grant, and such surplus as was produced was usually traded to villagers from lower elevations for
chile and fruit. Because of the isolation of the villages, cash
money, even after the turn of the century, was relatively rare. The
oldest people now living in the village of El Valle, for instance,
remember that in their youth the only kitchen items not locally
produced were matches, baking powder, coffee, and sugar. 18 In
those days village medicas using herbal teas and poultices were
the only source of medical help, and cast iron cookstoves had still
not replaced the old corner fireplace. Most families, lacking furniture and utensils, took their evening meal as their ancestors had,
sitting on the floor and using folds of tortilla to scoop their food
from a common pot. The old folks describe those days with pride.
At least in memory, the poverty they experienced was salubrious.
No one went hungry, and the entire community shared the pride
of self-sufficiency.
To be sure, the mountain villages were not Shangri-las. Every
dry spell during the growing season brought arguments about the
management of the ditch, many of them fanned by bitter, longstanding feuds. Witchcraft was blamed for every kind of ill, and
unpopular· villagers were sometimes cruelly ostracized. Even in
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the simple matter of sanitation the villagers were exceptionally
backward, not adopting the use of outhouses until the 1920s. 19 But
for all this, the villages had a self-sufficient vitality that instilled in
their people a rich, proud sense of rootedness and permanence.
Life on grants like the Las Trampas may have been somewhat
squalid around the edges, but it had a vigorous core. 20
The life of the old days, however, could not and did not last, and
there are four important factors involved in its demise. They are:
the steady increase of village populations, the inclusion of the
villages within the surrounding cash economy, the declining productivity of the land base, and the alienation of the land grant
commons. All of these factors are deeply interconnected, but the
most dramatic of the four, which is also the most susceptible of
analysis, is the last one.
Under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, by which Mexico
ceded its northern territories to the United States, the U.S. pledged
to respect the property rights of all former Mexican citizens living
in its new possessions. Accordingly, it was obliged to respect the
titles of all valid Spanish and Mexican land grants. Separating
valid from invalid grants, however, proved to be a difficult task.
Acknowledging the need for settling questions of land tenure in
busy, gold-mad California, the U.S. Congress appointed a commission to rule on the validity of land grants there in 1851.
Although the commission's work was characterized by less than
perfect justice, it was accomplished with reasonable alacrity.21
New Mexico, with a far greater number and variety of land
grants, was not so fortunate. Congress did not provide for the confirmation of New Mexican grants until 1854 when it appointed
William Pelham the first surveyor general of the territory, and
even then, the provisions that it made were woefully inadequate.
In theory the process of validating title to a land grant was easy
and direct. The owner or owners of a grant would present proof of
their ownership to the surveyor general, who then would investigate the claim and recommend to Congress whether it should
be confirmed. Following congressional confirmation and the completion of a survey approved by the General Land Office, the president would issue a patent for the land to its owners, whose claim
to title would then be unassailably clear and perfect. Unfortu-
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nately the surveyor general, on whom felt the main burden of
hearing and evaluating land grant claims, was never adequately
equipped with either sufficient manpower or funding to accomplish this task. As a result, between 1854 and 1891, when the
Court of Private Land Claims was created to create order out of
the land grant mess, only 22 of the 212 claims recorded by the
surveyor general had been patented. This meant that for 37 years,
more than 35 million of New Mexico's best acres had languished
in legal limbo. 22
In spite of the obstacles, the Las T'rampas Grant got off to a
good start. Surveyor General Pelham investigated it in 1859 and
found it to be one of the best documented claims in New Mexico.
He recommended that Congress confirm the grant, and it was on
6 June 1860. 23 Still one problem remained, however, and the Civil
War and Reconstruction would long delay its resolution. As was
commonly the case in New Mexico, the boundaries of the grant
had been set forth in only the vaguest terms. Locating the eastern
boundary, which Velez had cryptically described as "the little
canyon of the Rito San Leonardo at the mountains,"24 proved
especially troublesome. Neither Deputy Surveyors Sawyer and
McBroom in 1876, nor William M. Tipton in 1884, nor Charles
Ratliff in 1887 managed to map the boundary to the satisfaction
of the chiefs of the General Land Office. Neither did it seem that
Clayton Coleman would succeed with his survey in 1891, but
after the correction of a few minor errors and a good deal of
bureaucratic hemming and hawing, Coleman's work was finally
approved in 1893. 25
From the rough rectangle two and a half leagues on a side
evoked by the instructions of Velez in 1751, the grant had
metamorphosed into an irregularly shaped pentagon in which the
American government counted 28,131 and % acres. It is doubtful,
however, that this transformation mattered very much to the fifteen hundred or so inhabitants of the grant. For them life was a
slow-going, pastoral experience, and the business of measuring the
land must have seemed a strange and amusing form of lunacy.
Unfortunately one of the many inheritors of the grant was less
than peacefully reconciled to the state of his estate. He was David
Martinez, Jr., who lived not on the grant but near it in the town of
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Velarde, and he was chronically in debt. In 1891 he had borrowed
$1000 (a rather considerable sum in those days) from the First National Bank of Santa Fe. The loan had been arranged for three
months, but Martinez defaulted. By September -of 1892 he had
paid back only $30.46 of the principle, and although he was a
man of good reputation (the bank had made the loan without collateral), he could see that he was in trouble and that his trouble
was deepening at an annual rate of 12 percent. 26
Martinez may have conceived the idea himself, or he may have
acted on the advice of a lawyer, but by November of 1892 he was
already exploring the possibility of suing for partition of the Las
Trampas Grant, in which he of all the descendants of the original
twelve grantees held the largest single interest. 27 The suit for partition was an Anglo contribution to land grant litigation. The idea
behind partition was that all land had title and could be conveyed
and that the commons of a land grant was simply the aggregate of
a large number of individual possessions. Therefore, if only one
out of ten thousand holders of a grant desired, he could sue the
other owners for his share of the commons, and if the physical separation of his fractional tract from all the others was impractical
(and it nearly always was), then the entire grant might be sold by
order of the, court in order to divide among the former owners of
the grant the cash equivalents of their shares. Under Spanish law
this warped interpretation of the essential character of a community land grant would have been unthinkable, but in New Mexico, legislation to inhibit it was not enacted until 1913. 28 By then
most of the territory's community land grants had already been
alienated from their original Hispanic owners through partitioning or some other means.
In Velarde, David Martinez hoped for a lucrative partition of
the Las Trampas Grant. He wrote to the surveyor general in Santa
Fe asking whether the recent survey by Clayton Coleman had
been approved and when he might expect delivery of the patent.
He had a long wait. Even after the survey was approved, officials
in Washington discovered that certain essential papers had been
mislaid and that settlement of the Las Trampas claim would be indefinitely delayed. 29 Martinez's financial situation meanwhile was
becoming more and more desperate. In the fall of 1899 First Na-
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tiona 1 took him to court over the matter of his defaulted promissory note and won a judgment against him for $1810.46. 30 That
same year he was also unable to pay his taxes in Rio Arriba
County, which amounted to slightly less than thirty dollars. 31
On 18 October 1900, Martinez switched on the machinery that
he hoped would convert his patrimony into dollars. In association
with four other descendants of the original grantees, he filed suit
for partition and division of the Las Trampas Grant, "and if partition cannot be made. . . ,then for a sale of said premises and for
a division of the proceeds thereof between the parties according to
their rights, and for all proper relief in law and in equity. "32 His
attorney in the case was Alonzo S. McMillen, a young lawyer from
Albuquerque, whose handling of the case over the next several
years would evidence more avarice than ability.
At first things moved along swiftly. The defendants in the suit,
who consisted of all of the descendants of the original grantees excepting Martinez and his cohorts, were summoned to court by
means of newspaper advertisements published in English. When
none of them appeared (because of those who could read, few read
English, and of these only a handful read newspapers, and none of
them the legal advertisements) the court judged that by their
absence, they had consented to the appointment of q referee "to
hear evidence and report same together with his findings of fact
and conclusions of law with all convenient speed. "33
The referee appointed was Ernest A. Johnson, who in April of
1901 opened hearings in the mountain villages of the grant. Essentially, Johnson's job was to determine who the inheritors of the
grant actually were and how great was the share of each in the
commons. His assistant throughout the hearings was Amado Chaves, who was a silent partner with McMillen in the latter's burgeoning interest in the grant. 34 Johnson was also responsible for
determining how much of the grant was commons and how much,
by reason of occupation and the making of improvements, had
become the private property of the settlers living on the grant. Incredibly, Johnson recorded that a mere 650 acres of the grant
belonged in the latter category.35 This preposterous figure, which
was not one tenth as great as it should have been, suggested that
fifteen hundred people found room in one square mile of ungener-
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ous mountain land to cultivate their hay, grain, and vegetables,
winter their livestock, and find room for their houses and barns.
The paucity of land credited to the settlers would bring ample
grief to future owners of the grant, but none of it, unfortunately,
would be visited on McMillen and his deserving crew.
Referee Johnson made a list of all the tenants of the grant, and
according to genealogical tables which he compiled, computed
the fractional share of each in the commons. This counting up of
blood linkages to the original grantees (the "purest" blood took
the most land) was a further insult to the integrity of the community land grant, for in the eyes of the villagers and in the tradition of
Spanish law, every member of the grant was the full equal of every
other. Nonetheless, for the American courts it was a routine procedure.
Johnson discovered from his forest of family trees that David
Martinez was the owner of 1187/6480 of the commons (strangely
he did not use percentages, but this unwieldy number works out to
18.3 percent) and that the shares of other owners ranged from as
little as 1/14000 to as much as 2,966,813,402/27,861,926,400
(l 0.6 percent)-this last mathematicfll nightmare representing the
, interest of Alonzo B. McMillen, who having gained a quitclaim
from Martinez for 1!4 of his share, was fast acquiring deeds to V3 or
1/4 interests in the shares of his other "clients."36
The absurd list of names and fractions was carried back to
Santa Fe, where Judge Daniel H. McMillan, sitting in for John R.
McFie, looked them over and speedily appointed a board of three
commissioners to effect a physical partition of the commons of the
Las Trampas Grant. The commissioners, Ireneo Chaves, Elias Brevoort, and Henry W. Easton, owed their selection to the fact that
none of them was connected with any party to the suit "either by
consanguinity or affinity."37 Apparently Judge McMillan was not
impressed by the fact that Ireneo was Amado Chaves's brother. 38
Such a fine point, however, hardly mattered; the conclusion of the
commissioners was forgone before they ever swore their oath of office.
It came as no surprise that on 20 September 1901, the three
commissioners returned to court and confessed that "owing to the
character of said lands and to the large number of owners (there
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being nearly 300) and to the fact that many of the interests are
very small," a physical partition of the grant was utterly impossible. 39 Judge McFie, who had resumed his duties, then confirmed
the report of the commissioners to be correct and proper and
decreed that since partition could not be made, the entire grant,
excepting an aggregate of 650 acres for settlements, "be sold at
public auction at the front door of the Court House in the City of
Santa Fe, New Mexico, to the highest and best bidder for cash."40
McFie appointed Ernest Johnson as "special master" to conduct
the sale, and accordingly advertisements ran for four consecutive
weeks in the Taos Cresset during January of 1902. As the day of
the sale drew near, the scent of riches stirred new activity among
the Santa Fe business community. Roman L. Baca and a number
of associates who included some of Santa Fe's most prominent
merchants, were creditors of Amado Chaves in the amount of
$13,690.66. Twenty-four hours before the opening of the sale, the
Baca group filed suit against Chaves, McMillen, and Johnson in
an attempt to attach a lien on Chaves's interest in the grant. 41
Although the sale went ahead as planned, the Baca suit would
soon enough have major consequences for everyone involved.
To the distinct pleasure of some of the participants, the sale was
not well attended. The only bid made was one of $5000 offered in
the name of H. F. Raynolds by Raynold's law partner, the ubiquitous Alonzo McMillen. 42 Special Master Johnson closed the sale,
drew up the appropriate papers, and the affair seemed to be racing toward its conclusion. Two days later Judge McFie convened a
post mortem hearing at which he confirmed the sale, ordered that
the cost of the Coleman survey and the fees of the commissioners, referee, and special master be paid, and generously set
McMillen's fee at 1/4 of the interests of all the owners of the grant
with whom McMillen had until then not managed to arrange a
contract. 43 In other words, several hundred people who had never
met nor hired McMillen were suddenly obliged to pay to him 1/4 of
the proceeds of something which they had never intended to sell.
Moreover, although in theory they were paying McMillen for his
service to them, his only service had been to himself in arranging
the sale of the grant at far less than its fair market value to a group
of investors of whom he himself was a member.
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It is alarming to note that up to this time, not one of the defendants in th~ case (that is, the owners of the grant, exclusive of Martinez and his four friends) had been represented in court. No motions had been filed and no documents signed in their behalf; indeed, they had no attorney. And yet their collective patrimony
had been sold out from under them at the pitiable price of 18 ¢ an
acre. Later events show, in fact, that the residents of the grant did
not know that these machinations were going on. They were being
roughly sheared and did not feel a thing.
Incredibly, the day was at least temporarily saved by the creditors of Amado Chaves, who fearing that they might not get their
money at so Iowa price, moved to have the sale declared null and
void. Their attorney, Alois B. Renehan, catalogued a dozen
reasons why the sale should not be allowed to stand, but chief
among them was his contention that before McMillen and Raynolds had purchased the grant, they had already contracted to
resell it for $1.50 an acre. 44 Renehan further alleged that Johnson
had been bribed to comply with the scheme and that therefore all
three were guilty of a conspiracy to defraud the owners of the
grant. Judge McFie must have found some substance in Renehan's
objections, for on 2 May 1902, he cancelled the sale to Raynolds
and ordered that a new one be held (with Johnson stilI as special
master).45
David Martinez must have been relieved. If the sale had gone
through, nearly 1/4 of the $5000 would have been paid out for
survey and court costs; another thousand would have been subtracted for back taxes, and of the remainder Martinez would have
been lucky to net $380,46 which was not nearly enough to rescue
him from indebtedness. And his situation was growing more and
more desperate. As 1902 progressed, Rio Arriba County served
notice that it would seize a 100-acre tract belonging to Martinez
(probably his home in Velarde) for nonpayment of taxeS. 47 Worse,
the First National Bank of Santa Fe, still pursuing payment of the
1891 promissory note, had filed to obtain a lien on Martinez's interest in the grant. Martinez fought back through a succession of
seven separate legal actions (while his legal costs soared), but all
his efforts were in vain. In February1903 Judge McFie named the
bank a successor in interest to Martinez up to the amount of
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$ 1810.46. 48 Suddenly Martinez, who had initiated the long and
complex process of partition, found himself one of its less essential
actors. His position became all the more ironic when the patent
for the grant, bearing the signature of President Theodore
Roosevelt, was finally delivered only a few days prior to the bank's
victory.
With the problem of Martinez's indebtedness out of the way, the
path was clear for a second auction of the grant. The event was set
for 10:00 a.m., 7 February 1903, at the front door of the Santa Fe
Court House. On that morning Martinez came early and pleaded
with Johnson to stop the sale. He said that he would not let go of
his share of the grant for anything less than a dollar an acre.
Claiming that he knew of buyers who would meet that price, he insisted that the sale be postponed a few days more. Johnson, however, proceeded with the auction. 49
The highest bidder that day was Frank Bond, an Espanola sheep
dealer and merchant, who purchased the grant for $17,012, or
about 60¢ an acre. 50 Out of that amount at least $2500 went for
taxes and official costs, and $4280 was consumed by McMillen's
fee. After First National collected its money, David Martinez
stood to receive about $200, with which he might have paid his
taxes and lawyers and barely had enough left over to drown his
sorrows in a cantina. As for the other three hundred or so inheritors of the grant, their shares should have been distributed
from the remaining $8200 by their unhired attorney Alonzo
McMillen. The average share which they received, if McMillen
did not pocket the money, was about $25, which was not half
enough to buy a set of harness at Frank Bond's store.
The completed sale marked the beginning of a fresh chapter in
the history of the Las Trampas Grant, and several years passed
before the subsistence farmers of the mountain villages began to
realize what had happened to them. The new owner of the grant,
Frank Bond, was one of the leading entrepreneurs of northern
New Mexico. In 1883, as a recent immigrant from Canada, he had
settled in Espanola, New Mexico, which only a few years earlier
the tracks of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad had
joined to Colorado and the rest of the world. Along with his
brother George, Frank Bond foresaw a lucrative connection be-
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tween rails and sheep, and within a short time the brothers' retailing and wool growing operation had spread over northern New
Mexico and well into Colorado. As their incomes swelled, they
speculated increasingly in land grants and logging, and the Las
Trampas Grant, which Frank rated as "undoubtedly. . . the best
timbered grant in this section of country,"51 was a prized addition
to their holdings. Still, they had no wish to keep it merely for the
sake of ownership.
A few weeks after the court house auction, they tentatively offered to sell the grant for $1.50 an acre, but almost immediately
Frank had second thoughts; he thought there might be a way to
get more. Following conversations with a business associate
named Middlecoff, Frank wrote to his brother describing a new
plan for capitalizing on the grant:
My idea is this: that we will not offer it to anybody until we
offer it to the U.S. the same as Middlecoff suggested. If you
will look at a map of N.M. which shows the grants, you will
note that the Trampas Grant cuts into the Pecos Forest
Reserve. I think on account of its location, being at the head
waters of several streams, and also being joined onto the
Reserve, that we could trade it to them for Scrip, provided
that we can work with the right kind of people. Middlecoff
stated that it would take money to make the sale. He mentioned that these officials would have to [be] approached, in
such a manner that they would know it would be to their personal advantage to make the deal. 52
Scrip was widely used by the government in place of cash in land
transactions. Scrip issued in exchange for land in New Mexico
might be redeemed for acreage elsewhere in the public domainoften at a sizeable profit, as Bond learned from Senator T. B.
Catron's son Charles:
Young Catron informed me on the train about three wekks
[sic] ago, that his father sold the U.S. part of the Gabaldon
Grant (which is on the head waters of the Santa Fe River near
Santa Fe). This also' cut into the Pecos Reserve. They only
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traded them 2,000 acres. He took this scrip and went up into
Washington Territory and locate [sic] some of those fine
timber lands there. He claims that he could sell this timberland in Washington Ter. at $40.00 per acre. Young Catron is
very' 'windy" and probably did not tell all the truth. 53
Frank Bond, the merchant, however, unlike the lawyer/politicians
of the Catron family, was somewhat at a loss as to whom to approach:
It might be that Catron would put us on to how to make this
trade with the Government, so that it would not be very expensive. This is well worth looking into. Whom do you think,
we could approach? There is Governor Otero and Rody, both
of whom are after all there is in it, but not very reliable people to do business with but we would not give up anything
until, we had our Scrip, or until we sold it. 54

Bond wrote to the commissioner of the General Land Office in
Washington in April of 1903 suggesting the trade,55 but possibly
because he never found "the right kind of people" to work with,
his efforts came to nothing. Apparently the government was uninterested.
But finally in 1907 a group of four Albuquerque businessmen
became sufficiently attracted to the grant to incorporate themselves as the Las Trampas Lumber Company and to make a down
payment on it of $16,000 (the final purchase price remains
unknown).56 Almost immediately, however, they found to their
great dismay that the title to their new possession was not secure.
Inhabitants of the grant had at last learned, probably through
employees of the lumber company, that they no longer were the
owners of the mountains and hills where they grazed their flocks.
They further learned that some of them no longer even owned the
houses they lived in. The situation was particularly bad in the
village of El Valle, where Ernest Johnson (who now was working
for Frank Bond as a traveling field representative and troubleshooter)57 had excerpted only fifty acres from the surrounding
commons. In actual fact, the privately owned land of the village
sprawled over 1500 acres. Almost all of it had been sold!
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Juan B. Ortega of El Valle resolved to resist the new state of affairs. Besides being a farmer and rancher, Ortega also occasionally functioned as a "lawyer" in minor cases brought before local
justices of the peace, and doubtless his reputation as a man familiar with legal issues stood him in good stead as he recruited other
elders of the village to join him in opposition to the lumber company. At dawn one morning in 1908 he and his group climbed
together into a single wagon and embarked on the long fifty-mile
journey to Santa Fe. 58 Once there, they set about to find a lawyer
to represent them, and the man they finally decided to hire was
none other than Charles C. Catron, the "windy" son of the
greatest land grant speculator of them all.
Probably it was Catron who informed O. N. Marron, the attorney for the lumber company (and also one of its partners), that the
villagers were determined to resist the company's claim to ownership of portions of the grant. Marron responded by quickly firing
off a pair of suits. One was an action to quiet title directed against
Ortega, his group, and anyone else who might contest the company's claim to the grant. (A quiet title suit is a legal action designed to settle definitively the ownership of a piece of real estate.)
Marron's other suit called upon Frank Bond to fulfill his duties as
warrantor of the company's deed to the grant. Frank Bond then
turned to his lawyer, a man well acquainted with the background
of the case, Alois B. Renehan.
Not much happened in either of the suits for quite a while, possibly because the settlers had no money with which to pay
Catron-and now no land either. But finally in 1911 the villagers,
through Catron, formally stated their case. 59 Later events would
show that most of the villagers who were aware of the suit thought
that it involved a defense of their ownership of the commons.
Possibly not even Ortega fully understood that their claim was
much more limited and that all that they, through Catron, were
alleging was that private lands had been swept up in the process of
partition and unlawfully taken from them. As anyone could see
who visited the grant, which C. C. Catron did, their cause was
just. Nevertheless, the wheels of law turned slowly.
Part of that slowness resulted from the wrangling between the
company and Bond. The two did not reach an agreement on how
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to handle their mutual problem until May 1913 when Bond
agreed to pay $57,648.78 for half the stock of the company (versus a paper value of $75,000) and assumed full responsibility for
solving the muddle of the title. 60 Then Bond and Renehan
promptly hired a civil engineer to map the exact dimensions of the
cultivated and inhabited tracts on the grant, and Renehan and
Catron worked out an agreement. What they concluded was this:
the descendants of the original grantees-every one of them-"for
$1.00 in hand and other valuable consideration" would execute
quitclaims to their interests in the commons, and the company, for
its part, would abandon its claims to the private tracts. Further,
the company would respect the rights-of-way of irrigation ditches
that flowed through its land and would permit the villagers to
graze their livestock on the former commons and to harvest its
unmerchantable timber for fuelwood and domestic building
needs. 61
During the summer of 1913.the new survey was completed, and
it showed that 6,950 acres, and not the laughably inadequate 650,
should have been exempted from partition. 62 That same summer
Catron and Renehan went up to the grant to explain the agreement and secure the quitclaims. Their job was a difficult one, as it
required locating and talking with several hundred individuals
who had every reason to be reticent and suspicious, and after only
a few days Renehan tired of roughing it in the mountains and left
Catron to do the job. 63 Catron in turn relied on Juan B. Ortega, at
least in EI Valle, to guide him on his rounds through the village
and to help him to persuade the head of every household to sign
the obligatory quitclaim. 64
The suit dragged on for half a year more as the names of residents and claimants continued to trickle in, but finally in the
spring of 1914, with Catron's fee of $5500 having been split
equally between Bond and the rest of the Las Trampas Lumber
Company, the long legal battle came to an end. Bond immediately
put the grant up for sale for $160,000 (nearly a tenfold increase
over the purchase price of 1903)65 and began to advertise that the
grant had been conservatively estimated to possess eighty-five
million board feet of saw timber and one million ties. 66 In writing
to one of his partners, Bond gave some indication of his feelings for
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the Hispanic villagers and the antiquity of their settlements when
he mentioned that a prospective buyer might want to see "a map
of the Trampas grant showing what lands have been surrendered
to the squatters. "67
Although the grant attracted a few inquiries, it did not sell.
Reluctantly, the Las Trampas Lumber Company went into the
lumber business. 68 A sawmill was built in EI Valle and a shipping
station next to the railroad at Velarde, but the manufacture of ties,
poles, pilings, and boards never prospered. In 1926 the Las Trampas Lumber Company was obliged to declare bankruptcy.69 Later
that year its receiver accepted a three-party swap in which the
George E. Breece Lumber Company bought the grant for $62,320
and straight away traded it to the U.S. Forest Service for $75,000
worth of standing timber in the Zuni Mountains west of Grants,
N.M. 70 In this way, with no expenditure of government money, the
commons of the Las Trampas Grant came finally to belong to its
present owner, the Carson National Forest.
The partition and sale of the Las Trampas Land Grant had
proved to be a bitterly ironic affair. David Martinez, the eager
bungler who initiated the whole sorry business, emerged from it
nearly as debt-ridden as he had entered. His personal ambition
had cost his countrymen their greatest single source of wealth.
A. B. McMillen and Amado Chaves, on the other hand, substantially enriched by their shearing of the Tramperos, went on to
amass a still greater fortune by relieving the unlucky residents of
the Canon de San Diego Grant of their commons. 1I More than
Frank Bond or any other player in the drama, they managed to get
away from the Las Trampas Grant with their profits intact, and
they, least of all, deserved to do so.
The cruelest irony, however, was visited upon Juan Bautista
Ortega, who had struggled to win back the farms and homes that
had been auctioned along with the commons. For his efforts he
became known, not as the man who had rescued the village from
disaster, but as the traitor who sold away the grant. 72 Apparently
almost no one in the villages had realized that the commons had
been lost in 1903. According to the oldest men now alive in EI
Valle, the Las Trampas Grant was not sold until ten years later
when Ortega and Charles Catron went from house to house dis-
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pensing dollar bills for quitclaims. Ortega, some said, accepted
the full amount of the purchase price from Frank Bond (who was
well known to the villagers as a merchant), and then distributed
only a fraction of it, dollar by dollar, to the various heads of
families. Supposedly he kept the rest of the money for himself. 73 It
seems that virtually no one, not even the other men who traveled
with Ortega to consult with Catron in Santa Fe, understood fully
that their homes and farms, as well as the commons, had been unfairly conveyed to Bond in 1903.
The confusion about the grant was not the only problem besetting Juan Ortega and his neighbors. During the early years of the
century more and more men regularly left the villages of northern
New Mexico to earn cash wages as sheepherders, section hands,
and miners. The money and the ideas they brought back from
their employment caused a slow and quiet revolution in their
home communities. Suddenly their families could afford cast iron
cookstoves, more and better mail order clothes, John Deere farm
equipment, spring buggies, ,canned food-the possibilities were
endless. The money also enabled people to buy barbed wire,
which, beginning about 1910, was used to fence off individual
farm plots. Slowly, the old communal way of life was breaking
down. As one old-timer, mourning the loss of the old ways, put it,
"After that every monkey found his swing, and he just stayed on
that." The internal changes within the villages were further complicated when the Forest Service, recognizing that the forest and
range land of the mountain country was deteriorating badly due
to overuse,74 began to impose limits on grazing seasons and herd
numbers on the former commons. By curbing free use of the mesas
and hills, the Forest Service drove home to the villagers the immensity of their loss.
The Las Trampas Grant was only one of many grants that
passed into the hands of unscrupulous speculators. Alienation of
the land grants was a major factor in producing the present
distressed state of affairs wherein the Hispanic villagers of northern New Mexico, in geographer Donald Meinig's words, are "a
rural population with little land, a labor force with little work to
do, isolated physically and socially from the main streams of national life yet exposed enough to feel many of its pressures. "75 In-
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stead of remaining a useful economic resource which might have
buffered the effects of rapid change, the grant commons of the
region became the chief focus of conflict between Hispanos and
Anglos and the chief source of New Mexico's most serious social
tensions.
It would be wrong, however, to lay all of the blame for the evils
of land grant speculation on men like McMillen and Bond. The
real culprit in land grant crime was the U.S. government, whose
slowness in settling grant claims created a situation in which corruption and dishonesty were inevitable and whose failure to effect
a just transition between Spanish and American codes of law
made possible the widespread abuse of the property rights of
Hispanos. As the sovereign owners of all land grant commons, the
United States was legally responsible to safeguard the interests of
the grant tenants. Although the government did fulfill this responsibility with respect to New Mexico's Pueblo Indians, who are prohibited by law from selling their Spanish land grants, it failed to
do so with respect to Hispanos. This failure may yet be the subject
of significant litigation. Donald Cutter, a historian who has extensively studied this issue, writes that
There can be no doubt that the United States government,
either by acts of commission or acts of omission, did not live
up to the obligations which it willingly accepted and wrote
into the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. . . . The Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo is a major item of unfinished business on
the agenda of sources of cultural conflict throughout the
Southwest. But the problem is not insoluble-a Hispanic
Land Claims Commission is in order. One patterned after the
Indian Claims Commission could prove to be the best answer
to an otherwise unsatisfactory situation. 76
Until such remedial action is taken, if it ever is, it will be worth
remembering that at the time of American conquest and settlement, the Hispanic pobladores of New Mexico were as naive and
vulnerable as their Indian neighbors to the ways of Anglo law. But
unlike the Pueblos they received not the least protection. In the
day of McMillen and Bond, as in the day of the Comanche, they
were entirely on their own.
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